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What is ASTROMINAS?

Meninas = Young girls

 
Famous slang for one of the symbol phrases of Brazilian feminism

"Respeita as mina" (Respect the girls)

Astronomy = interdisciplinarity

Founded in 2019



The dream
Demystify science, especially natural and exact
sciences, presenting a new perspective on the
life vision of young women in the search for
gender equality.

Present a new path in the
conception of "becoming a

woman"
(reference to Simone de Beauvoir)



why do we do what we do

Face the statistic
Women are still a minority in

STEM-related positions

The number of undergraduate from 20 largest curses in
Brazil (INEP, 2020)



why do we do what we do

 CNPq fellowship distributions (Amurabi Oliveira, et al. , 2020)
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Democratizing access to science

Number of trainees in each area according to self-declared race

(Avaiable in: https://www.insper.edu.br/noticias/mulheres-seguem-em-minoria-entre-
graduandos-na-area-tecnologica-no-brasil/)



How it works: The Course

- Proposed for girls (cis and trans) from 14 to 17 years old
 
 
 

- Fully applied online
 
 
 

- Support of "fairy godmothers" who accompany the day-to-day of the girls



20%
PPI (or BIPOC in USA)

60%
Public school students (PPI and not PPI)

20%
Private school students (PPI and not PPI)



The Course

Lectures by great names of Brazilian women scientists (including debates on
Women in a context of the humanities)

Testimonials of trajectories in science from other great names

Conversation circles with undergraduate and graduate students

Didactic application of experiments and construction of murals



First week Second week Third week

Our Home: The Solar
System

To infinity and
beyond! (Space

exploration)
Math

Is the sky I see the
same as you see?

Stellar life Galaxies

Geophysics The great telescopes The scientific method

Atmospheric
sciences

Are we alone in the
Universe?

Cosmology

Geoscience and
Oceanography

Physics
Can we trust

science?

The Course (in this year)
One astromina's day

The age of the universe

The scientific method

Cultural changes for the construction of
 a better world



The Course (in this year)

16,934 subscriptions
of girls from all over

Brazil

600 vacancies 73 "fairy
godmothers"  56 speakers

record!



Astrominas
in Brazilian
media

And more...



Researchers and students at the
University of São Paulo

who we are

A collective conceived and institutionally coordinated
by Prof. Elysandra Cypriano and made up of seasonal
coordinators, collaborators and fairies, with the
mission of empowering a diversity of women.



THank you!
"Lock up your libraries if you like; but there is no
gate, no lock, no bolt that you can set upon the

freedom of my mind." - Virginia Woolf

Contact us

Icons: Flaticon and Canva


